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◼ “Latin America was born in blood and fire, in 
conquest and slavery. It is conquest and its 
sequel, slavery, that created the central 
conflict…”

◼ Still struggling to achieve prosperity of Europe 
or US

◼ Deep roots in indigenous cultures, yet most 
speak a European language and practice a 
European religion

◼ Extreme inequalities and racially diverse

2Source: Chasteen, Born in Blood and Fire, 4th edition 2016, p4

Born in Blood and Fire

I. What is the essence of South America?



South America’s 12 countries 
historical similarities & differences 

◼ Similarities

◼ At periphery

◼ European (Iberian) colonization

◼ Large temperate areas – attractive to European settlers

◼ Commodity exports – Sugar, coffee, beef, copper, wheat … 

◼ Late to democracy and industrialization 

◼ Deaths of indigenous to European diseases

◼ Differences

◼ Spanish vs. Portuguese heritage

◼ Spain’s colonies divided while Portuguese didn’t

◼ Imported African slaves vs. conquered indigenous

◼ Incas of Peru only advanced civilization
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South America large size but low 
GDP compared with US & EU
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S. America US EU

Area (mil sq mi) 6.9 3.8 1.6

Population (mil) 435 333 447

GDP( tril $) 3.6$         25.0$     16.6$     

GDP/Capita ($) 8,276$     75,075$ 37,136$ 
Trade



Differences in GDP and democracy 

◼ Small Uruguay #1 GDP/capita & democracy

◼ Oil-rich Venezuela once #1, now failed at bottom

◼ Brazil over half of area and population
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Country GDP/Capita

Population 

(mil) GDP (bil$) Democracy Score

 Uruguay 17,623 3.4                  59,918         Full democracy 8.85

Guyana 16,981 0.8                  13,500         Flawed democracy 6.25

 Chile 15,089 19.5                294,237       Flawed democracy 7.92

 Argentina 9,834 45.3                445,469       Flawed democracy 6.81

 Brazil 8,619 214.3              1,847,020    Flawed democracy 6.86

 Peru 6,795 33.7                228,989       Flawed democracy 6.09

 Colombia 6,367 51.5                327,895       Flawed democracy 6.48

 Paraguay 6,077 6.7                  40,714         Hybrid regime 5.86

 Ecuador 6,063 17.8                107,914       Hybrid regime 5.71

Surinam 4,747 0.6                  3,000           Flawed democracy 6.82

 Bolivia 3,504 12.1                42,401         Hybrid regime 4.65

 Venezuela 2,487 28.2                70,140         Authoritarian 2.11

Total 8,023 433.9              3,481,197   

 Mexico 126.7 1,274,175 2,627,851

South America Population, GDP & Democracy, 2021



Past century of instability   
century◼ 1930s: Great Depression hurt exports 

◼ 1940s: WW II boom for jobs and exports

◼ 1950-60s: Cold War and Castro spurred US aid

◼ By 1970s: Many dictators supported by US

◼ 1980-90s: Washington Consensus economic mandates

◼ Mid-1990s: Left-wing presidents (Pink Revolution), anti-
US, admired but didn’t adopt Castro’s Cuban model

◼ 2000s: China’s commodity boom boosted growth 

◼ 2010: Great Recession, failures of Pink Revolutions & 
end of commodity boom leading to rise of pragmatism

◼ 2017: Presidential scandals and upheavals

◼ 2020: Covid – high deaths and economic decline

◼ Today: Covid recovery, uncertainty, 2nd Pink Wave 6



Why South America matters? 

◼ Why underappreciated? Uneventful

◼ Not poor enough to attract pity

◼ Never dangerous enough to excite strategic 
calculation

◼ Not growing fast enough to attract businesses

◼ Why it matters? Opportunities

◼ 450 million people – 8.4% of world

◼ 6.4 % world economy

◼ Abundant natural resources and minerals

◼ Internal trade & cooperation could boost 
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Spanish Colonization
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• Why? Precious metals, trade 
& spread of Catholicism

• Consequences?
• 2 mil. Spaniards settled 
• Indigenous deaths 
• Spain’s golden age 16 & 17 C.
• Silver & gold financed 

European wars & China trade
• Spain’s disastrous attempt to 

invade England 

1. Why colonized and consequences?

I. Why colonized and consequences?



Harsh Spanish 
extraction in South 

America

First: Looting, gold 
and silver lust

Then: Extracted all 
but subsistence

Consequence:
Conquistadors rich; 
natives destitute 
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Potosi silver mine Bolivia



Portuguese 
Colonization of 

Brazil
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• Why? No initial precious metals, but natural 
resources,  to spread of Catholicism & compete for 
colonies, capitalize upon discovery

• Consequences?
• Indigenous hostile and died of disease
• Imported slaves and ethnic mixing
• Center of empire when Napoleon took Portugal
• Major sugar & coffee producer
• Discovery of gold



Surprisingly advanced & 
impactful

◼ By 3000 BC were 25 complex cities in Americas 

◼ Pre-Columbus - urban societies of 80-200 mil.

◼ New world silver, maize & potatoes established 
worldwide commerce

◼ Europeans traded American silver for Chinese 
silks, got China back into international order

◼ China’s import of grains & tubers enabled Ming 
Dynasty growth

11Source: “The First Global Man - The Americas Before and After Columbus”, By Jeremy Adelman, Foreign Affairs, May/June 
2012 

Machu Pichu



Why vulnerable to 

European colonization?

• Except for Aztecs & Incas, mostly                   
scattered hunter-gatherers

• Lacked technology - no wheeled vehicles, draft 

animals, sailing ships, metal tools, weapons, cattle, 

pigs, horses, wheat, rice, sugar cane, bananas, and 

coffee

• No resistance to European diseases - by 1550s, two 

thirds’ natives wiped out

• Gold & silver attracted worst kind (Cortez, Pizzaro, 

pirates, religious zealots and Inquisitors
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Impact on agriculture & health  



Impact of Colonization
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Impact of Silver Extraction: 
$ 530 bil. enriched world but 8 million 

died in mines
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Impact of slave trade: Changed society, 
economy & demographics
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Brazil most affected by 
slavery, but all involved

◼ 1510: 1st slaves in S America

◼ 1780s: Trans-Atlantic slave                                   
trade peaks

◼ 1833: Great Britain & Spain                                
treaty prohibited slave trade

◼ 1842: Uruguay abolition 

◼ 1861: Argentina abolition 

◼ 1862: U.S. emancipation

◼ 1888: Brazil last to abolish slavery
Sources: Durham University; Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights: Anti-
Slavery Society
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Destination Total (1000s) % 

Portuguese Brazil 4,864          39%
British Caribbean 2,318            19%

French Caribbean 1,120            9%

Spanish Americas 1,293            10%

Dutch Americas 445                4%

North America 389                3%

Danish West Indies 109                1%

Europe 9                    0%

Africa 156                1%

Did not arrive 1,819            15%

Total 12,521          100%

Atlantic Slave Trade Destinations 

1500-1850

Atlantic slave trade - Wikipedia



Not only imported slaves but 
indigenous also condemned to 

poverty

[I]n contrast to the inclusive institutions 
developed in the United States and Canada 
extractive ones emerged in Latin America, which 
explains the patterns of inequality we see in the 
Americas. The extractive political and economic 
institutions of the Spanish conquistadors in Latin 
America have endured, condemning much of the 
region to poverty.

18Source: Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, Why Nations Fail, Crown, 2012, page 114

Encomienda



Yet, despite vulnerabilities, 

won independence by 1820s

•Europe had vulnerabilities too

•European wars & Spain’s decline

•Colonizers inter-married farmed and mined

•By 1820: GDP tripled, per capita income rose 

above world average

• In 1810-20s Bolivar, San Martin … organized 

mounted resistance and gained independence
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Why disappointing progress?
Weak and unstable political systems

◼ Successions of failed dictators and policies

◼ Dependence on commodity exports

◼ Protectionist and inflationary policies

◼ Blamed others for ills

◼ Inequality of wealth and political power

◼ Lack of political consensus

◼ Corruption

◼ Inadequate health, education, & innovation

20

III. Why such disappointing progress?



GDP/capita growth booms and busts due to 
world commodity markets
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Country

3 yr 

average 

2017-19

Covid 

2020 2021 2022

Argentina Argentina 2,860 -1.6% -10.8% 9.3% 3.0%

Brazil Brazil 3,226 0.6% -4.6% 4.2% 2.2%

Chile Chile 3,231 0.3% -7.8% 10.2% 1.0%

Uruguay Uruguay 2,211 0.5% -6.4% 4.0% 4.9%

US US 3,241 1.9% -4.2% 5.4% 1.4%
Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic 1/9/2023 and GDP from IMF  outlook Oct 2022

Cone's COVID-19 deaths/million about as bad as 

U.S. but GDP/capita hit harder

Country
Deaths / 

million

GDP/capita growth (%)



Decline in 
Index of 

Democracy

◼ Decline due to recession, Covid, strongmen

◼ 60% economic situation worsened due to Covid

◼ Only 60% support democracy

◼ 35% would tolerate coup if corruption or pandemic

◼ Willing to sacrifice elections for a system that 
guarantees income and basic services

◼ Still, 65% agree that democracy is preferable

23
Source: Pulse of Democracy 2021, 
www.vanderbilt.edu/lapop/ab2021/2021_LAPOP_AmericasBarometer_2021_Pulse_of_Democracy



2nd Pink Wave:  less 
favorable circumstances

◼ “Pink Wave” of early 2000s benefited from commodities boom 
fueled by China and plowed resources into social policies 

◼ But world different now - Russian invasion of Ukraine, poor 
China-US relations, heavy debts of Covid, and inflation

◼ Leaders of this second wave define themselves as progressive, 
nationalist, and populist tendencies 

◼ They came to power largely in response to the poor 
management of Covid by centrist or right-wing governments

◼ South America’s world influence less than - unable to speak 
with one voice on virtually any issue

24
Source: Political trends in Latin America by Jorge Castañeda, Great Decisions, 2023



New mostly leftist 2nd Pink Wave 
after turn away from 1st Pink Wave

◼ Argentina: In 2019, Peronist and leftist Alberto 
Fernández elected President but ratings very low and 
bad relations with VP Cristina Fernández de Kirchner 
former President handed a 6-year sentence and ban on 
Dec 6, 2022

◼ Brazil: Leftist Lula in Brazil in 2022 defeated rightist 
Bolsonaro and President for his 3rd non-consecutive 
term

◼ Chile: In 2022 youthful leftist Gabriel Boric elected by 
defeating conservative José Antonio Kast

◼ Uruguay: Son of former president, Lacalle Pou elected 
President in 2020, ending 15-year leftist rule

25

Upheavals should be no surprise – were 87 
military coups in Latin America 20th century

IV. How is changing today?



Political change in rest of countries

◼ Bolivia: Luis Arce, became president in 2020, a socialist 
economist, replaced interim rightist Jeanine Áñez, after 
banned leftist Morales exiled

◼ Columbia: Gustavo Petro economist and former 
guerrilla fighter, elected 2022, considered first-ever left-
wing president, defeated center-rightist Rodolfo Suárez

◼ Ecuador: Guillermo Lasso businessman, banker, 
president since 2021, first center-right leader in 14 years 
succeeding left-wing exiled President Rafael Correa

◼ Peru: In 2021, Pedro Castillo became new president of 
Peru but in Dec 2022 ousted and arrested and replaced 
by VP Dina Boluarte – 6th president in 5 years, expelled 
from Marxist Party and more left-center 

◼ Venezuela: After Socialist Hugo Chávez's death in 
2013, Maduro assumed presidency and ruled by decree. 
One of most corrupt in world with 25% fleeing 26



Growing 
Influence of 

China

◼ China now leading trade partner & investor -Larger than 
US or World Bank

◼ Leveraged its influence by supplying Covid medical 
equipment, loans, & millions of vaccine doses

◼ US fears that China has geopolitical goals – using 
influence to support Taiwan position isolation and bolster 
authoritarianism

◼ But economic slowdown of China and globalization, are 
dampening China’s influence – at least temporarily

27Source: China’s Growing Influence in Latin America, by Diana Roy,  April 12, 2022, www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-influence-
latin-america-argentina-brazil-venezuela-security-energy-bri



South America 
today?

◼ Ethnically very diverse

◼ Middling prosperity

◼ Volatile politically & economically

◼ Natural resource abundance, extraction 
and export

◼ High income inequality

◼ Weak governance, declining democracy

28



Future lungs & 
breadbasket for world?

◼ Vast natural resources, especially arable lands & 
rainforests

◼ Improved technology could expand food production

◼ Climate change expected to be less severe 

◼ Large rainforests major source of moisture and for 
absorbing greenhouse gasses

◼ Rainforests emit and absorb GHG (carbon dioxide)

29



Amazon rainforest largest 
but  deforestation 

endangering climate 
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◼ Largest - over half of world’s rainforests

◼ 25% of former rainforest lost since 1970

◼ Caused by illegal logging and expanding ranching

◼ Continuing deforestation may cause tipping point –
not produce enough rainfall to sustain itself

◼ President Lula has promised to end all deforestation 
in Brazil by 2030 and stated:  “There will be no 
climate security if the Amazon isn’t protected.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Deforestation_in_Brazil,_from_2002_to_2008,_for_each_Biome.jpg


Rising world breadbasket

◼ South American share of world population past 60 
years has increased from 5% to 5.5%

◼ Shares of 3 main food stuffs – cereal grains, oil seeds 
and meat all have risen faster that share of population

◼ Biggest gains have been oil seeds – largely soybeans

◼ Most of increase in Brazil and Argentina 31



Large world (counter-seasonal) 
in crops & livestock

◼ Brazil: largest producer of sugarcane, soy, coffee, 
and orange, #2 beef producer, #3 milk producer; #4 
pork producer, #5 of corn, cotton, beans and #1
exporter of chicken 

◼ Argentina: #4 producer of beef and #5  of soy, 
maize, sunflower, lemon and pear and #10 of barley, 
cotton, & #15 of wheat, sugarcane, & sorghum

◼ Chile: # 1 salmon, #10 grape, apple, peach, plum 

◼ Colombia: #5 coffee and palm oil and #10 
sugarcane, banana, pineapple and cocoa

32



South American crop yields less impacted by 
climate change 

33



Unrest worries the West

◼ Bouts of instability threaten democracy

◼ Peru’s legislature removed its president from office

◼ Bolivian opposition protests shut down 1/3 of major transit routes

◼ Supporters of former President Bolsonaro stormed Brazilia

◼ Unrest and anxiety are expected to intensify in 2023

◼ Economic and social situation is poor

◼ Third of region lives in poverty

◼ Inflation has hurt purchasing power

◼ GDP growth expected to slow to 1.3%

◼ Governments hampered by high debt and reduced capital inflows

◼ Calls for political change is increasing

◼ All this makes South America vulnerable to Russian and 
Chinese influence and anti-democratic propaganda

34
Source: U.S. rivals are frustrating its strategy through social media disinformation, by Allison Fedirka, Geopolitical 
Futures, Jan 11, 2023



Conclusion: Past struggles and 
future prospects

◼ Last century - fitful economic gains, brutal 
dictatorships and tentative democracies, and 
complicated relations with US 

◼ Blamed on its subordinate position in global economy 
and inherent limits of foreign capital for generating 
broad-based and inclusive growth 

◼ To combat this dependency, instituted import 
substitution and subsidies to boost manufacturing, 
which worked for a while, but precipitated a debt crisis 
and a lost economic decade in the 1980s. 

35

Source: Books for Western Hemisphere, by Shannon K. O’Neil, Foreign Affairs, Sep/Oct 2022



Conclusion: Past struggles and 
future prospects (continued) 

◼ Then many embraced the market-oriented economic 
recommendations of Washington Consensus

◼ Until 1980s, authoritarian regimes held sway and 
harbored distrust due to centuries of exploitation by 
outsiders

◼ Economic growth has lagged and been consigned to 
the geopolitical sidelines

◼ COVID has threatened decades of modest gains 

◼ Can play a vital global role against climate change –
has minerals essential for green technologies and well 
placed with agricultural potential to take advantage of 
the deglobalization now underway

36Thanks for attending. Hope to see you at next lecture



Glossary of Terms for South America

Alliance for Progress: US foreign aid program for Latin America launched with 
fanfare by President Kennedy but phased out by President Nixon as a failure 

Amazon rainforest: tropical rainforest in the Amazon basin, 70% size of US 
belonging to nine South American nations of which majority is in Brazil, whose 
deforestation is considered contributing to climate change. 

BRIC: Acronym which refers to Brazil, Russia, India and China – considered as 
newly advanced and rapidly rising upstarts

Caudillismo: A tradition based on of loyalty to place and chieftain, honor, and 
leadership in battle.

Dependency Theory: Assumes that Latin American underdevelopment results 
from international capitalist system

Fascism: Philosophy of stringent social and economic control, a strong, centralized 
government and belligerent nationalism. 

Gaucho: Cowboy of the South American pampas

Imperialism: One country extending its control over the territory, political system, 
or economic life of another country. 

Indigenismo: Effort which sought to improve the lives of Indigenous peoples but 
were usually non-Indian outsiders who had little experience with Indian 
communities. 

Mercosur: South American trade bloc established in 1991 by Argentina, Brazil, 
Paraguay and Uruguay. 

37

Appendix of Supplemental Data 



Glossary of Terms for South America (Continued)

Mestizaje: Ideology which believes that the fusion of various cultural traditions in 
the Americas created a new and better mestizo race. 

Neocolonialism: The state of poor, third-world countries which enjoy formal 
political independence, but continue to remain economically dependent on 
industrialized countries.

Neoliberalism: Policies of privatization, austerity, and trade liberalization 
(Washington Consensus)  dictated to dependent countries by the International 
Monetary Fund and the World Bank as a condition for approval of financial support

Patrimonialism: Authority based on personal power – an extension of the ruler’s 
private property. Jobs in public sector and enforcement of rules contingent on 
personal favors .

Peronismo: Stood for nationalization of industry, trade unions, paid holidays, the 
welfare state and the provision of affordable housing - championed by Juan Perón 
and his charismatic wife "Evita" 

‘Pink tide’: Or 'turn to the Left’ term for left-wing politics increasingly becoming 
influential in Latin America in 21st century

Populism: Nationalistic movements led by charismatic figures who promise to 
redress popular grievances and to build social solidarity but often have no 
consistent ideology and adopt issues to fit present needs such as Perón in 
Argentina and Vargas in Brazil

38
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17-Night Falklands & Fjords Voyage, Azamara Pursuit

Day Location and date
Average 

high

Average 

Low
1 Buenos Aires, Depart, Tue 24-Jan 84 67

 2-3 Montevideo, Uruguay, Wed 25-Jan to Thu 26 81 66

4 Punta Del Este, Uruguay, Fri 27-Jan 77 65

 5-6 At Sea, Sat 28-Jan to Sun 29-Jan 

7 Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, Mon 30-Jan 57 42

8 At Sea,Tue 31-Jan 

 9-10 9-10: Ushuaia, Argentina 57 41

10 Cruising Beagle Channel, Argentina, Thu 2-Feb 

11 Punta Arenas, Chile, Fri 3-Feb 58 44

12 Straits of Magellan, Sat 4-Feb, Cruising

13 At Sea, Sun 5-Feb 

14 Puerto Madryn, Argentina, Mon 6-Feb 67 56

15-16 At Sea, Tue 7-Feb to Wed 8-Feb 

17-18 Buenos Aires, Argentina, Thu 9-Feb to Fri 10 84 67
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